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ABSTRACT 
Electronic markets and web-based supply chain 

management have improved traditional product development 
processes by increasing the participation of customers and 
applying various trading processes between companies and 
suppliers in a dynamic electronic market environment. A multi-
agent system is an appropriate tool to implement a product 
development system in a distributed environment because of its 
flexibility, scalability, and adaptability. This paper introduces a 
multi-agent system (MAS) based on market mechanisms to 
support modular platform design. The agent architecture for the 
proposed MAS is described, including specific agent roles, 
knowledge, and strategies. In particular, a reputation mechanism 
is used to select stable and reputable modules for the platform 
by detecting and dismissing volatile modules in a dynamic 
electronic market environment. We demonstrate the 
implementation of the proposed MAS using a multi-agent 
development framework and how to use module reputation for 
selecting a module for the platform. Through experiments, we 
illustrate that the MAS can be used to design modules in a 
product platform using the proposed market mechanisms. 
 
Keywords: Multi-agent system, Product family design, Product 
platform, Market mechanisms 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Electronic markets and web-based supply chain 

management have improved traditional product development 
processes by increasing the participation of customers and 
applying various trading processes between companies and 
suppliers in a dynamic electronic market environment. With the 
potential of reducing transaction costs, the applications of 
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electronic markets are dramatically increasing in various 
industries [1]. The growing number of electronic markets in 
product development has significantly increased information 
related to design and the complexity of transactions, making it 
difficult to control electronic markets with human resources [2]. 
Agent-based technologies provide a natural means to achieve 
information integration in such a distributed environment [3].  

In today’s competitive market, companies are increasing 
their efforts to reduce costs and time when developing new 
products while satisfying individual customer needs [4]. 
Companies also seek to maximize resource utilization by 
sharing and reusing distributed design knowledge and 
information when developing these new products. Product 
family planning is a way to achieve mass customization by 
allowing highly differentiated products from a platform while 
targeting individual products to distinct market segments [5]. 

Most previous work related to product design and multi-
agent systems has been focused on the agents’ roles and tasks in 
determining a suitable manufacturing environment. In product 
family design, a method to produce a variety of products should 
be considered for both dynamic and various market segments. A 
multi-agent system can help achieve higher levels of flexibility, 
scalability, and adaptability in a dynamic and distributed 
environment [6]. A multi-agent approach can be applied to 
develop an appropriate method to model a market-based 
product design system for the following reasons: (1) multi-agent 
systems and market-based mechanisms are inherently 
distributed, (2) products can be designed with modules whose 
information is distributed across a market environment, and (3) 
each module can be modeled as a self-interested agent – an 
autonomous decision-maker and a specific information holder 
at the same time. 
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In this paper, we introduce a multi-agent system (MAS) 
based on market mechanisms to support module-based product 
family design. The architectures of agents in the MAS are 
described including specifying their roles, knowledge, and 
strategies. A reputation mechanism is applied to select a 
reputable module that is less influenced by market fluctuation. 
The objective in this paper is to identify and configure a 
module-based platform using a reputation mechanism in a 
dynamic electronic market environment. The reputation 
mechanism focuses on selecting reputable modules for the 
platform by detecting and dismissing volatile modules. In order 
to take advantage of having a product family, a module involved 
in a platform should be more stable in an electronic market than 
the other modules that are unique to individual products.  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a literature 
review for a multi-agent system and product family are 
discussed. Section 3 introduces module-based platform design 
for a product family and electronic markets. Section 4 presents 
the architectures of agents in the MAS based on a reputation 
mechanism. In Section 5, the MAS is implemented, and an 
experiment and analysis of selecting modules are described. 
Closing remarks and future work are presented in Section 6. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
As companies strive to minimize cost and time for 

developing new products by sharing and reusing distributed 
design knowledge and information, multi-agent systems provide 
an ideal mechanism to efficiently develop various products by 
integrating distributed design knowledge and information [7]. 
Madhusudan [8] developed a flexible agent-based coordination 
framework for new product development in a distributed design 
process system. Jia, et al. [9] presented an agent-based system 
for coordinated product development and manufacturing that is 
able to execute all the tasks in a coordinated and flexible way. 
Anumba, et al. [10] introduced a multi-agent system framework 
to facilitate collaborative design and interaction protocols for 
agent negotiation and applied it to designing industrial 
buildings. Tan, et al. [11] developed a multi-agent framework to 
provide information that helps designers, engineers, and 
managers work together to improve initial designs by satisfying 
a wider variety of concerns.  

In agent-based electronic markets, reputation is often 
used to detect and dismiss fraudulent agents [2, 12]. Zacharia, 
et al. [13] presented a framework for agent-mediated 
knowledge marketplaces in which agents’ reputations are 
established by dynamic pricing algorithms. Padovan, et al. [2] 
described the prototypical implementation of an automated 
subsequent treatment of reputation information in a multi-
agent system. Tran and Cohen [12] proposed a reinforcement 
learning and reputation algorithm-based algorithm for buyers 
and sellers in agent-based electronic marketplaces that 
maximized expected value of goods for buyers and expected 
profit for sellers.  

A product family is a group of related products based on a 
product platform, facilitating mass customization by providing a 
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variety of products for different market segments cost-
effectively [14]. A successful product family depends balancing 
the trade-offs between the economic benefits and performance 
losses incurred from having a platform. Simpson, et al. [15] 
categorized platform design approaches as either top-down 
(proactive platform) or bottom-up (reactive redesign). The top-
down approach manages and develops a group of products 
based on a product platform, while the bottom-up approach 
seeks to redesign an existing set of products around a platform. 
Moore, et al. [16] used conjoint analysis to determine a product 
platform. Siddique and Rosen [17] described a method to 
design a platform from an existing group of products by 
comparing commonalities in the assembly process. Gonzalez-
Zugasti, et al. [18] designed platform modules to minimize 
design risk and save costs relating to developing a product 
family. Simpson, et al. [15] introduced a method to optimize a 
platform by minimizing performance loss and maximizing 
commonality. Rai and Allada [19] introduced a two-step 
approach to determine a modular platform for a product family, 
which consists of an agent-based optimal technique and post-
optimization analysis using the quality loss function. 

3. MODULAR PLATFORM DESIGN AND ELECTRONIC 
MARKETS 

3.1 Module-Based Product Families 
The basic idea of modular design is to organize products as 

a set of distinct components that can be designed independently 
and develop a variety of products through the combination and 
standardization of components [20].  Modules are achieved by 
decomposing the functions of products into independent sub-
functions in which interaction or interdependence between sub-
functions is minimized [21]. The modules make it easier to 
reuse in different products, allowing development and 
manufacturing costs to be significantly reduced [22]. 

The modules can be categorized based on function into 
unique modules and common modules. Unique modules are 
based on distinctive functions within a product family and can 
be not replaced by those in the different module to fulfill their 
task. Common modules are based on common functions within 
a product family and can be shared. In terms of a dynamic 
electronic market, modules can be separated into two types 
based on their design: 1) unique design modules and 2) 
alternative design modules. Unique design modules are 
designed by a unique design method or are provided by one 
supplier. Alternative design modules can be developed by 
various design methods or provided by several suppliers. Figure 
1 shows the relationship between modules in a product family.  

A well-defined platform reduces production costs by 
improving economies of scale and reducing the number of 
different components that are assembled. Suppose that a 
product family consists of unique modules and common 
modules as illustrated in Figure 1. A platform is defined as the 
set of common modules.  
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Figure 1: Relationship among Modules in a Product Family 

 
As shown in Figure 2, we propose the process of 

developing a product family based on customer needs (CNs). In 
the initial phase, CNs are analyzed to understand customer 
intent and determine a strategy for developing a product family. 
For example, the number of products is decided by customer 
groups that are classified according to CNs. CNs are also used 
to identify appropriate functional requirements (FRs) and then 
mapped to them. FRs describe a product’s behavior and features 
that are defined by technical information and data for its design. 
Products are developed based on FRs, and their functional 
modules are determined. For the product family, finally, a 
platform is identified that consists of several common modules. 

 
 Analyze CNs

Define customer group
& FRs

Map CNs to FRs

Define platform

Design platform and 
product family

Define functional modules
and new products

Analyze CNsAnalyze CNs

Define customer group
& FRs
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Define platformDefine platform

Design platform and 
product family

Define functional modules
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Define functional modules
and new products

 
Figure 2: A Process for Developing a Product Family 

3.2 Electronic Market 
A dynamic environment follows rudimentary electronic 

market (e-market) features such as business behaviors between 
buyers and sellers, dynamic pricing, adjusting attributes, and 
alternative selections [2, 12]. This e-market provides an agent 
environment where agents are economically motivated. The 
nature of an e-market allows economic agents (buyers and 
sellers) to freely enter or leave the e-market and negotiate with 
each other to obtain economic benefit. As shown in Figure 3, 
there are two types of agents for module-based product design 
in an e-market: buyers and sellers. Buyers are defined as 
 3 
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auctioneers and sellers as bidders, and their goal is to maximize 
their own benefit. The role of a buyer is to purchase a module 
designed by a seller. Sellers can provide alternative modules 
depending on their strategy and market conditions. Buyers can 
access all relevant sellers by querying information from them.  
 

 

Buyers 

- Design a module

Sellers

- Select a module 

Auction

Electronic market

 
Figure 3: Agents for Module Design in Electronic Market 

 
In this paper, module reputation is defined as module 

stability in a dynamic e-market. Module stability is represented 
by the degree of the variation of module design in the market 
and can be affected by a company’s market strategy, design 
technology and trends, component quality, and production cost. 
A stable and reputable module is less affected by market 
fluctuation. In a dynamic e-market, a module can be designed 
by alternative design methods. The cost and quality of the 
module may have different values depending on the design 
methods or the components used. To choose stable and 
reputable modules effectively, we propose a multi-agent system 
based on such a market mechanism. The next section introduces 
the proposed multi-agent system in detail. 

4. A MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM FOR MODULE DESIGN 

4.1 Developing the Multi-Agent System 
Software agents provide an ideal mechanism to realize 

information integration in design and manufacturing. An agent 
has access to at least one and potentially many information 
sources and is able to collate and manipulate information 
obtained from these sources in order to answer queries posed by 
users and other information agents [23]. Agents have been used 
extensively in product design and can be used in product family 
design if developed properly.  

An agent-based technique based on agents’ roles and 
tasks can provide appropriate methods to solve product design 
problems [7, 19, 23]. To facilitate the process of developing a 
module-based product family, a multi-agent system (MAS) is 
developed based on an electronic market environment. As seen 
in Figure 4, there are four types of agents in the proposed multi-
agent system: 1) a coordinator agent (CA), 2) a platform agent 
(PA), 3) module agents (MAs), and 4) design agents (DAs).  
Copyright © 2006 by ASME 
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Figure 4: Multi-Agent System for Modular Platform Design 

 
The main task in the proposed MAS is to determine 

platform modules by selecting appropriate common modules 
and subtasks for design modules. The PA decomposes the main 
task into subtasks based on the product’s functions and assigns 
the module design (subtasks) to MAs by matching MAs’ roles 
and tasks. The CA manages the coming and leaving agents, the 
MAs’ requirements, and the DAs’ design items. Based on 
module reputation, MAs fulfill the requested tasks with DAs 
using an auction and return the result to the PA. After MAs 
perform their tasks, the information of the module reputation is 
translated into new knowledge for sharing and reusing. The 
number of MAs is determined by the number of subtasks 
generated. A subtask is defined as designing a module to satisfy 
its functional requirements. Within a dynamic e-market, a 
module can be designed from a variety of components fulfilling 
the same function or from various suppliers. DAs can provide 
alternative modules in terms of cost and quality according to 
DAs’ strategy or market situation. 
 

Table 1: Agents’ Roles and Knowledge 
for Modular Platform Design 

Agent Roles Knowledge 

Coordinator 
Agent (CA) 

 System management 
 Track the coming and 
leaving agents 
 Record information from 
MAs and DAs 
 Connect MAs and DAs 

 MAs and DAs 
information 

 

Platform 
Agent (PA) 

 Decompose tasks 
 Make decisions: select 
module(s) for platform 
 Allocate tasks (resource) 

 Product design  
 Decomposition 
algorithm 
 MAs information 

Module 
Agent (MA) 

 Make decisions: select 
module 
 Request to design agents 
 Evaluate module quality 
 Update module reputation 

 Strategy for negotiation 
 Learning algorithm 
 DAs reputation 
 CA information 
 Module information 

Design 
Agent (DA) 

 Design a module 
 Search components 

 Module and component 
information 
 Searching algorithm 
 Strategy for negotiation 
 CA information 
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In the proposed MAS, agents use knowledge to decide 
actions for performing their roles. The knowledge can consist of 
constraints, functions, rules, and facts, which are associated 
with product design and the system environment. Since agent 
activities are determined by knowledge, knowledge must be 
related to the overall system tasks and be accessible in an 
appropriate form [24]. Knowledge for representing products, 
modules, and components can be represented by the Techspecs 
Concept Ontology (TCO) [25]. Knowledge defined using TCO 
can help represent information for agents in a collaborative and 
distributed environment. Knowledge related to module design 
development is stored in a knowledge base and used to define 
agents’ activities and tasks. The roles and knowledge of each 
agent are listed and described in Table 1. In this paper, 
reasoning about knowledge is used for inference and to capture 
knowledge in a distributed environment. 

4.2 Interaction and Communication Design 
Software agents need to be able to interact and 

communicate with other agents in order to cooperate and to 
share knowledge. Therefore, a common or inter-translatable 
representation language and a framework of knowledge to 
interpret the exchanged messages are necessary. In this paper, 
protocols for communication between agents are based on the 
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [23]. FIPA 
defines a common format for messages. Each message has a 
performative and a number of parameters (attributes may be 
thought of as information for tasks). Figure 5 shows the 
sequence diagram of agent communication language (ACL) 
interactions in MAS.  

 
 

CDACPACDACPACACDATSAMA CDACPADA

(m2) Inform
(m3) Platform 
Agent Request

(m1) Inform

(m4) Query

(m5) Inform

(m6) Query

(m7) Inform

(m8) Inform

(m9) Delivery

(m10) Inform

Coordinator Agent (CA), Module Agent (MA), and Design Agent (DA)

Reputation
Mechanism

 
Figure 5: ACL Interactions (Sequence Diagram) 

 
ACL messages and attributes in the FIPA protocol are 

summarized in Table 2 and explained as follows. 
• Interaction m1-m2-m3-m4-m5: In MAS, if MAs and DAs 

are entering into the market, they send their information to 
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the CA using an inform message m1 and m2. The CA 
records the MAs’ and DAs’ information. The PA sends a 
request message m3 to the MAs, sending new module 
specifications and information to design a platform. Based 
on the message m3, the MAs send a query message m4 to 
the CA to obtain the DAs’ information. The CA sends the 
DAs’ information to the MAs using message m5. 

• Interaction m6-m7-m8-m9: The MA sends a query message 
m6 to the DAs, sending new module specifications and 
information to request a design. The DAs who received the 
request prepare their bid and enter the auction. To enter the 
auction, the DAs send inform message m7 to the MA. After 
collecting the deals from the DAs for designing a module, 
the MA determines a winning DA based on the DAs’ 
reputations. The winning information is sent to the DA via 
an inform message m8. The DA sends the module to the 
MA via a delivery message m9. The MA evaluates the 
delivered module and updates the DA’s reputation. 

4.3 Decision-Making and Learning Algorithm 
Module reputation can be affected by a company’s market 

strategy, design technology and trends, component quality, and 
production cost. In this paper, we consider the quality and price 
of modules as the reputation factors related to market 
fluctuation. To develop a learning and reputation-based 
algorithm for the module agent (MA) and design agent (DA), 
the approach of Tran and Cohen [12] is applied as follows. 

In the proposed MAS, suppose that a MA requests some 
modules to determine a good module for a platform. Let M be 
the set of modules, P be the set of price, and I be the set of all 
MAs, and D be the set of all DAs in the marketplace. M, P, I, 
and D are finite sets.  A MA determines the reputation of all 
DAs in the market using function rMA: )1,1(−aD , which is 
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called the reputation function of the MA. The reputation can be 
categorized based on the value of the function: (i) reputable 
(rMA >  Θ, 0 < Θ < 1), (ii) disreputable (rMA < θ, -1 < θ < 0), and 
(iii) non-reputable (θ  < rMA < Θ), where Θ is a reputation 
threshold and θ is a disreputation threshold. Non-reputable 
means that a MA does not determine the reputation of a DA 
because of insufficient information. A reputation value is set to 
0 initially and updated depending based on the transaction. 

Let Dr
MA and Ddr

MA be the set of reputable and disreputable 
DAs to a MA, respectively. To select a good module and update 
the reputation of a DA, a MA uses a utility function. The utility 
function (ui) of a module for a MAi is calculated by the 
difference between the expected module value (fi) and the true 
module value (vi): 
 iii fvu −=  (1) 
where fi is estimated by an expected module value function 

ℜ×× aDPMfi : . The real number fi(m,p,d) represents the 
MA’s expected module value of designing module m from DAd 
paying price p. Meanwhile, vi is determined by examining the 
quality of the module provided from the DAd and estimated by a 
true module value function ℜ×× aQPMvi : , where Q is a 
finite set of real values representing module quality.    

Since DAs may offer the module m with different qualities 
and a DA may alter the quality of its modules based on its 
market strategy, the MA gives more trust to DAs with a good 
reputation and chooses a DA with maximum expected module 
value among the reputable DAs in Dr

MA . If there are no DAs in 
Dr

MA, then MA randomly chooses a DA with a small probability 
ρ in the set of non-reputable DAs. The utility value is used for 
learning the expected module value function by a reinforcement 
learning mechanism: 
 ),,( dpmfi ii udpmf α+← ),,(  (2) 
 
Table 2: ACL Message and Attributes in Protocol 

Msg No. Sender Receiver Performative Content Description Attributes (data type) 
m1 MA CA Inform MA information 1. MA ID, IP Address (Integral) 
m2 DA CA Inform DA information 1. DA ID, IP Address (Integral) 

2. DA’s design item (Sting) 
m3 PA MA Request/ 

Send 
A new platform design 
Module specifications  
 

1. Module information – functions (String) 
2. Module specification - attributes (size, weight, 

quality, technical specs.) – (String, floating) 
3. Quantity (Integral) 

m4 MA CA Query Module information 1. Module information – functions (String) 
m5 CA MA Inform DA information 1. DA ID, IP Address (Integral) 

2. DA’s design item (Sting) 
m6 MA DA Query Module specifications  

 
1. Module specification – functions, attributes 

(cost, weight, technical specs, assembly 
specs.) - (String, floating) 

2. Quantity (Integral) 
m7 DA MA Inform Module information 1. Module information – cost, weight, technical 

specs, assembly specs (String, floating) 
m8 MA DA Inform Acceptance 1. Message for acceptance (String) 
m9 DA MA Delivery Modules 1. Selected Modules  

m10 MA PA Inform A new platform design 1. A new platform information 
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where α is the learning coefficient (0< α < 1). If ui > 0, then the 
expected module value is updated with the same or a greater 
value than before. In this case, a chance to choose DAd is 
increased if DAd provides a continuously good module m at 
price p in the next auction. Otherwise, if ui < 0, then the 
expected module value is updated with a smaller value.  

The reputation rating rMA of a DA needs to be updated 
according to updating the expected module value. Let 

ℜ∈)(mpi  be the module value that a MA demands for the 
module m.  Based on an approach proposed by Yn and Singh 
[26], the following reputation updating calculation is used [12]:  

If vi(m,p,q) - pi(m) > 0, then the reputation rating rMA (d) is 
increased by: 

 




<++
≥−+

←
0)(if))(1()(
0)(if))(1()(

)(
drdrdr
drdrdrdr MAMAMA

MAMAMA
MA

β
β

 (3) 

where β is a positive factor called the cooperation factor (β>0) 
that is defined as: 

 
otherwise

)(),,(
if

)(),,(
min

min

v
v

mvqpmv
v

mpqpmv

i

ii

i

ii >
∆

−







∆
−

=
β

β  (4) 

where min,max, iii vvv −=∆  with max,iv  and min,iv  being the 
maximum and minimum value of the true module function. If 
vi(m,p,q) = pi(m), then the value βmin is used to prevent β from 
becoming zero. 

If vi(m,p,q) - pi(m) < 0, then the reputation rating rMA (d) is 
decreased by: 

 




<++
≥−+

←
0)(if))(1()(
0)(if))(1()(

)(
drdrdr
drdrdrdr MAMAMA

MAMAMA
MA

γ
γ

 (5) 

where γ  is a negative factor called the non-cooperation factor 
( 0<γ ), which is defined as: 

 ),
)(),,(

(
i

ii

v
mpqpmv

∆
−

= λγ  (6) 

where λ  is a penalty factor ( 1>λ ). To ensure that a 
reputation is difficult to increase and easy to decrease, λ  

should be greater than β . According to the result of updating 
the reputation rate, a DA is reallocated to the new set of the 
reputation with a new reputation rating. 

DAs’ decision-making and learning algorithms are used to 
update their module price and quality to reflect the result of the 
transactions. DAs estimate their expected profit using an 
expected profit function, ℜ×× aIPMkd : . The real number 
kd(m,p,i) represents the DA’s expected profit when designing 
module m, if MAi selects the module m with price p. Let cd(m,i) 
be the cost of DAd to design module m for MAi. DAs choose a 
price greater than or equal to the cost of designing module to 
 6
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maximize their expected profit. The expected profit function is 
learned by a reinforcement learning mechanism: 

 )),,(),,((),,(),,( ipmkipmtipmkipmk dddd −+← α  (7) 

where td(m,p,i) is the true profit of the DAs and is defined as 
follows [12]: 

otherwise
platform a ofmember   theas determined isDA  if

0
),(

),,(


 −

=
imcp

ipmt d
d

  (8) 

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTATION 
To demonstrate the proposed MAS, we implemented the 

framework using JADE4 (Java Agent Development framework) 
and JARE5 (Java Automated Reasoning Engine). JADE is a 
software framework to develop agent applications that use FIPA 
specifications to manage agent communication. JARE is an 
environment for doing logical inference in Java. JARE can be 
used to model an agent’s knowledge base. The objective is to 
determine appropriate platform module(s) for a product family 
using the module reputation mechanism subject to a dynamic e-
market environment. The implementation focuses on 
negotiation between a MA and DAs to select a module.  

5.1 Scenario and Agent Development 
For implementing and evaluating the proposed MAS, 

consider a scenario where a platform consists of two different 
design modules. Each module can be designed using four 
different design methods that affect its quality. A module is 
selected by the module’s design strategy for the platform. Based 
on this scenario, we consider an e-market populated with one 
coordinator agent (CA), two module agents (MAs), and four 
design agents (DAs). Since JADE is a type of middleware and a 
framework to develop multi-agent systems, we can use JADE’s 
capabilities to perform the functions of a CA instead of 
developing the CA separately. Two MAs are developed and 
have two different strategies to choose an appropriate module. 
In this scenario, a module’s price, cost, and quality are 
considered as reputation factors for determining a module’s 
reputation value in the dynamic e-market. The cost and price of 
each module depends on its quality. In order to compare 
alternative module designs from different DAs, four DAs are 
developed that have alternative design strategies. Through 
experimentation, we expect that two MAs are trying to select 
stable and reputable modules based on the platform’s strategy in 
the dynamic e-market.  

To inference and capture the information for selecting 
modules, the knowledge of each agent is developed based on 
the agents’ roles. Figure 6 shows examples of rules, stationary 
facts, and dynamic facts in the knowledge base for the MAs.  

                                                           
4 http://jade.tilab.com 
5 http://jare.sourceforge.net 
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 Rules:Rules:Rules:Rules:    

((is_reputable ?DA) 

 (has_reputation ?DA ?value) 

 (>= ?value 

Θ

)) 

((is_disreputable ?agent) 

 (has_reputation ?DA ?value) 

 (<= ?value 

θ

)) 

((is_nonreputable ?DA) 

 (has_reputation ?DA ?value) 

 (< ?value 

Θ

) 

 (> ?value 

θ

)) 

Stationary factStationary factStationary factStationary facts:s:s:s:    

((self ?name_of_myself)) 

Dynamic facts:Dynamic facts:Dynamic facts:Dynamic facts:    

((has_expected_value ?module ?price ?DA ?value)) 

((has_reputation ?DA ?reputation)) 

((has_trades_with ?DA ?number)) 

((has_average_quality ?DA ?quality)) 

((has_average_price ?DA ?price))  
Figure 6: The Knowledge Base for MAs 

5.2 Preliminary Experiment and Analysis 
Based on the aforementioned scenario, six agents were 

developed as MAs and DAs for the experiment of selecting 
modules for a platform in a dynamic e-market, as shown in 
Figure 7. In the experiment, two MAs purchased the same 
module 100 times from four DAs and learned from the 
transaction history. Each experiment was performed 20 times to 
compare and analyze the behavior of the two MAs. We used 
finite and discrete values for the price, which varied randomly 
from 100 to 2000. The quality is represented by the cost of the 
module. We assume that the module quality has a normal 
distribution with mean 1000 based on the cost range. The MAs’ 
strategies and the DAs’ alternative design strategies are: 
 MA1 uses (2× quality – price) as the module value function, 
i.e., module quality is twice as important as module price. 
 MA2 uses (price – quality) as the module value function, i.e., 
module price and quality are equally important. 
 DA1: adjusts modules’ quality based on request and initial 
quality is 1000. 
 DA2: provides a module with a fixed average quality value 
(q=1000). 
 DA3: provides a module with quality chosen randomly from 
the interval [100, 2000]. 
 DA4: first tries to attract a MA with high quality (q=1500) 
and then cheats them with very low quality (q=300). 

Parameters related to the learning and reputation algorithm 
are defined as follows: 
 The threshold value for a reputable DA is 0.3 and a 
disreputable one is -0.3. 
 The learning rate α and exploration rate ρ are both 0.9999 
and decrease until they reach 0.1. 
 The penalty factor λ  is 1.5, which makes building 
reputation 50% harder than deconstructing the reputation. 
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Figure 7: Screenshot of GUI for MAs and DAs 

 
Figure 8 shows the number of purchases between DAs with 

different strategies. MA1 selected more modules from DA1 and 
DA2 than DA3 and DA4, since the average module quality of 
DA1 and DA2 is higher than the others. MA2 also preferred to 
purchase modules from DA1 and DA2. These results can be 
interpreted that the MAs selected reputable modules by 
detecting and dismissing disreputable modules for the platform 
that are less affected by market fluctuation.  
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Figure 8: Number of Modules Selected by MAs 

 
As shown in Figure 9, the random strategy of DA3 

worsened its reputation. DA4 should have the worst average 
reputation; so, the number of purchases from DA4 is the lowest. 
Figure 9 shows the average final reputation values for the 
different DAs for MAs. As we expected, DA4 had a very low 
reputation value < –0.3, making DA3 a non-reputable agent. 
DA2 had a higher reputation value than DA1, but for MAs, both 
of them were good enough to be considered equally as 
reputable. As a result, MA1 selects DA1’s design module for 
the platform design because MA1’s strategy focuses on the 
quality of its module. Since MA2’s strategy considers module’s 
quality and price simultaneously, DA2’s design module can be 
considered as the module of MA2 for the platform.  
Copyright © 2006 by ASME 
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Figure 9: Average Final Reputation Values of DAs by MAs 

 
Figure 10 illustrates the comparison of DAs’ reputation 

values based on the DAs’ strategies. Initially, MAs try all DAs 
for selecting modules. According to their module reputation 
values determined by the results of transactions, MAs select 
reputable modules to satisfy their strategies. 
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Figure 10: DA Reputation Values for MA1 (a) and MA2 (b) 
 

We performed one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to 
determine whether any significant differences existed between 
selecting modules with different strategies based on the 
experimental results. In this test, the level of significant (p-
value) is 0.05. The analysis was performed using MINTAB 14. 
Table 3 shows the result of ANOVA for MA1 and MA2. In 
Table 3, the p-values of MA1 and MA2 are less than 0.05; 
therefore, we conclude that there are significant differences in 
selecting modules with different strategies for MAs.  

Through the experiment, we demonstrated that two MAs 
selected stable and reputable modules based on the platform’s 
strategy and reputation mechanisms in a dynamic e-market 
environment that was represented by DAs’ alternative design 
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modules. We expect that the proposed MAS can provide an 
appropriate method to determine modules for a platform that 
can be adapted to various dynamic e-market environments.  

 
Table 3:Results of ANOVA for MA1 and MA2 

Agent Source DF SS MS F-value P-value 
Factor 3 22048 7349 7.47 0.00 
Error 76 74792 984   MA1 
Total 79 96840    

Factor 3 29165 9722 12.37 0.00 
Error 76 59731 786   MA2 
Total 79 88896    

6. CLOSING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK 
In a dynamic electronic market environment, a successful 

product family depends on how to determine a platform that 
remains stable despite market variations. A platform module can 
be developed from alternative design methods or provided by 
different suppliers. Based on this concept, we modeled a multi-
agent environment as an e-market consisting of economically-
motivated agents to explain agents’ behaviors and roles.  

A multi-agent system is an appropriate tool to design and 
implement a product development system in a distributed 
environment because of its flexibility, scalability, and 
adaptability. This paper has introduced a multi-agent system 
based on market mechanisms for module-based product family 
design. The agent architecture for the MAS was described, 
including each agent’s specific roles, knowledge, and strategies. 
In this paper, a reputation mechanism was used to select stable 
and reputable modules for the platform by detecting and 
dismissing disreputable modules in a dynamic electronic market 
environment. We have implemented the proposed MAS using 
JADE and JARE and demonstrated how to use module 
reputation for selecting a module based on a platform’s strategy 
and reputation mechanisms in a dynamic e-market environment 
comprised of alternative design modules.  

Using the MAS, we can design a module for the platform 
that can be adapted to various dynamic e-market environments. 
Therefore, we expect that the proposed system can help to 
design a variety of products that are defined as a module-based 
product family. Because negotiation processes in the MAS are 
developed based on auction mechanisms, we can apply the 
MAS to a product development system in a supply chain 
environment. Future research efforts will focus on improving 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the MAS, enhancing the 
design agent’s knowledge to better reflect different market 
environments, and expanding its application to web-based 
product family design.  
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